14 - 17 June 2018

FESTIVAL GUIDE

Introduction

A very warm welcome to Look Again Visual Art &
Design Festival’s Art Weekender 2018. In this, our
fourth year, we take inspiration from Scotland’s
Year of Young People, asking the commissioned
artists and designers to respond to the theme of
Serious Play.
Marischal College Quad, Broad Street and
Castlegate will be animated with new works by
James Rigler, Emily Speed, and David Sherry, that
playfully decipher the city and human interaction
within it, bringing colour, costume, humour and
other delights to these iconic locations.
Many of the works you will see have been
produced by young people working together,
some with mentors; emerging artists and
designers like those in Positive Geographies,
Tendency Towards, STACK and Flag Up
Aberdeen.
For other works, groups of younger people,
such as The Children’s Parliament ‘Imagineers’
and Super Monday Club are telling us what the
world looks like from their perspective, inspiring
and informing established practitioners such as
Supermundane and artist collective Rumpus
Room.
And what better way to celebrate young people
and creativity than with Gray’s School of Art
Degree Show? A major fixture in Aberdeen’s
cultural calendar, we are delighted that we
are working closely with Gray’s this year, and
encourage you to go and enjoy the show.
Students have also produced some fantastic
works for the festival: ‘Wee Rig’ and ‘Big Box’ are
responses to Look Again’s brief to architecture
students to create ‘Playable Pavilions’, and Dial
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A for Whispers, a collective from Gray’s School of
Art, examine the value of the art object through a
modified game of Chinese Whispers.
Some of the works are fully playable, with City
of Play providing pop-up playscapes that ask
questions about how accessible our public spaces
are for children, and works by Amy Gear, Ellie
Turner and Oor Monsters offering a direct invitation
to engage.
Whether born, brought up, educated or living here,
most of our invited artists and designers share
strong connections to the north east. Look Again’s
wider purpose is to be a catalyst to a stronger
creative scene in the region, working year-round
and within the new Culture Aberdeen strategy so
that more artists, designers and creatives can stay
and thrive here, enhancing our quality of life and
generating a buzz across the city for everyone.

Open:
10.00-17.00

Booking:

Look Again Team:

Contact:

Sally Reaper, Festival Director
Hilary Nicoll, Associate Director
Claire Bruce, Festival Design &
Programme Co-ordinator
Duncan Cockburn, Festival Chair
Laura Reilly, Cultural Assistant
Suzann Ross, Volunteer Co-ordinator
Catriona Powrie, Social Media Co-ordinator

Artist talk - Rob Lowe
(aka Supermundane)

We would like to thank all those who have helped
to make the festival possible, in particular our
funders Creative Scotland, Aberdeen City Council
and Robert Gordon University.
Find out more information about Look Again Visual
Art & Design Festival on the website and our social
media channels:
www.lookagainfestival.co.uk
#lookagain2018 // @lookagainfest

family friendly

toilets
indoors
outside
open late night
Thursday

To book one of the talks, events or workshops
visit: www.eventbrite.com and search for your
chosen event.

If you have any queries or would like more info
please contact us via social media or email:
hello@lookagainfestival.co.uk
Travel:
First Bus - no. 1/2 (every 10mins)
Aberdeen City Centre - RGU, Gray’s School of Art

Late night Thursday
See the city through fresh eyes and join us for
a late night viewing of our festival programme
across the city.
Exhibitions and public artworks will be open
from 6 - 8pm as part of our launch night and
stick around for the launch party from 9pm at
Brewdog, Castlegate.

The Look Again Team

wheelchair
access
49 Belmont St
Aberdeen
AB10 1JS

To our Look Again 2018 artists & designers,
volunteers, interns, advisors, funders,
art partners, venues, local businesses, RGU staff
& students, individuals, family & friends.

We very much hope that you enjoy the Look Again
Art Weekender, and all the serious play that it has
to offer.
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Festival Hub
Pop in to see us here before
you start your look around Look
Again where our friendly festival
assistants will be on hand to help
with information and directions.
You can stop for a break and
some refreshments at any time
during the festival, or to enjoy
one of our screenings or talks.

Useful
Information

Thank you

Join us to hear inspirational speaker Rob Lowe
(aka Supermundane) talk us through his career to
date, and how he navigates a variety of creative
disciplines.
Rob Lowe is an artist, graphic designer,
typographer, illustrator and writer with over 20
years’ experience in the creative industry. His
signature mesmeric drawings have been published
and exhibited worldwide. He has been responsible
for designing some of the most ground-breaking
independent magazines of the last decade
including the alternative children’s magazine
Anorak and the award-winning food quarterly Fire
& Knives. His practice is defined by a distinctive use
of colour, line and simplicity which can be seen
through all his different disciplines from typeface
design to his personal works. He lives and works in
London.
14 June: 17.00 - 18.00
The Lemon Tree, 5 West North Street, AB24 5AT
// FREE // booking essential
For tickets: www.aberdeenperformingarts.com
or call 01224 641122

Launch Party

Put on your dancing shoes and join us to
celebrate the launch of Look Again 2018 with
some soul, funk and disco!
Angela Michael // Supermundane // DJ HJ
Double Barrel DJ Keith Fowler.
14 June
21.00 - 00.00
Brewdog Castlegate (downstairs)
Aberdeen AB11 5BU
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Festival Map

Façades/Fronts
Emily Speed

Façades/Fronts is a new commission for Look Again
by artist Emily Speed, working in partnership with
Citymoves Dance Agency. Speed has developed the
work with choreographer Jack Webb and a group of
13 young female dancers, producing live performance,
costumes and a film.
The work takes the Year of Young People as a starting
point and draws upon the architecture of Aberdeen,
using the architectural façade as a metaphor
for exploring the forming of one’s own identity,
particularly as a woman.
A group of young women will perform together, their
bodies contrasting with the imposing granite fronts
that have historically housed patriarchal civic activity.
The work will be based around Marischal College,
beginning at The Anatomy Rooms and perambulating
around Marischal Quad, Broad Street and Castlegate.
Emily Speed is one of the artists invited by lead
artists/curators WAVEparticle to be part of The
Happenstance, the Scotland + Venice exhibit at
the 16th International Architecture Exhibition at the
Biennale di Venezia starting in May 2018. Facades/
Fronts will be shown in Venice as part of this.
Thanks to Duncan Nicoll for film production.
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Thanks to dancers; Carly Campbell, Xenoa
Campbell-Ledgister, Iseabail Duncan, Katie
McFarlane, Melissa Heywood, Bethany Ransom,
Isla Reid, Ella Skinner, Neila Stephens, Katie Taylor,
Kirsty Tennion, Kirsten Walker.
Supported and promoted by Citymoves, the
Scotland + Venice partnership: Scottish Government,
Architecture and Design Scotland, Creative Scotland,
British Council, the Year of Young People/Young
Scot, WAVEparticle and Aberdeen City Council.
With thanks to University of Aberdeen for allowing
access to the debating chamber.
www.emilyspeed.co.uk
www.jackwebbperformance.com
www.citymoves.wordpress.com

Film:
14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00

Performance:
16 June
14.00 + 16:00

Marischal College
Broad Street
AB10 1AB

Performance begins at
The Anatomy Rooms +
lasts approx 40mins
The Committee 2015
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A House In The Woods
James Rigler

A forest of pinnacles.
A clearing in the forest.
A woodcutter’s house.
A homestead.
A rolling field.
A granite prairie.
Tassels, 2015

Continuing his exploration of the complex meanings
and messages hidden within architectural styles,
James Rigler presents an enchanting pavilion to
occupy and activate the vast space of Marischal
College Quad.
Prompted by John Betjeman’s description of
Marischal College as ‘bigger than any cathedral,
tower on tower, forests of pinnacles’, A House In
The Woods explores some of the diverse and
contradictory strands of the gothic style. Following
an architectural family tree from Marischal’s grand
Gothic Revival to the Carpenter Gothic farmhouses
of the American prairies, this small pavilion finds
its roots in the fairy tales of the witch’s house in
the clearing, Dorothy’s tornado-blown Kansas
homestead, the garden shed, the beach hut and the
doll’s house.
This work draws on the many meanings of gothic
architecture to tie together different aspects of
Aberdeen: its history as a holiday resort (‘the silver
city by the golden sands’), a seat of learning, a
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profusion of grand granite buildings, and a city
finding new directions and playful new uses for its
architectural legacy.
Using ice-cream colours, and the delicious stuff
itself, this work brings life and joy to the quad; we’ll
be settling the prairie all over again.
With special thanks to Mackie’s of Scotland for
developing a new gingerbread ice-cream flavour for
Look Again 2018.
Supported by Creative Scotland and Aberdeen City
Council
14 - 17 June
10.00 – 17:00
Marischal College Quad
Broad Street AB10 1AB
Free Ice-cream served from 12.00
limited so get there early!
At Every Fading Of The Stars, 2015 Photo credit Keith Hunter
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Super Aberdeen
Rob Lowe aka Supermundane

STACK
Super Monday Club
Super Monday Club is a series of workshops
designed by STACK Artist Collective for Look
Again and Denis Law’s Streetsport, to add arts
activities to the sports already provided by
the highly successful Cruyff Court located at
Catherine Street Community Centre.
STACK focused on capturing how the young
people who use Catherine Street Community
Centre look at their local area. Starting with
disposable cameras, the young people were
supported to develop their creative skills by
making collages, stickers, badges, drawings
and stencils over the series of workshops,
culminating in one final collaborative piece.
These images were sent to Supermundane,
as a starting point to inform his ideas as he
developed plans for his new artwork, called
Super Aberdeen.
STACK Artist Collective is a group of artists and
designers that maintain a creative connection
to the North East. They were formed in late
2016 through the “Look & Learn” microresidency programme led by artist Jason
Nelson and initiated by Look Again Visual Art
and Design Festival and Aberdeen City Council
Creative Learning Team.

100% Human NYC - 2018

Super Aberdeen is a new collaborative artwork
developed for the city by graphic designer
Supermundane (aka Rob Lowe).

Since forming, STACK has worked together
to develop their experience in delivering
workshops to young people across the city
as well as participating in festivals such as
Spectra and Look Again Visual Art and Design
Festival.

Beginning with a childs-eye view of the area
where the artwork will be located, the project
uses patterns and forms generated by Aberdeenbased STACK Artist Collective working with the
children of the Catherine Street Community
Centre, as direct and indirect influences for this
public artwork that celebrates the city.
The intricate visuals of Rob Lowe (aka
Supermundane) have become an immediately
recognisable feature of the contemporary
design landscape. His practice is defined by
a distinctively playful use of colour, line and
typography, which can be seen through different
disciplines from commercial commissions to his
personal works. His work has been published and
exhibited worldwide.
www.supermundane.com
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The Super Monday Club workshops have been
created by Claire Burnett, Claire Paul, Grant
Anderson and Laura Reilly.
14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00

With special thanks to Anne and Trina at
Catherine Street Community Centre.

Catherine Street
(off George Street)
AB25 1EU
Supported by Creative Scotland and Aberdeen
City Council

Photos by Grant Anderson
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Celebration of Failure
David Sherry

Electrical Appliance Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum for Gallery of Modern Art, Glasgow - 2014
Image courtesy of Glasgow Museums

Orange Hair Performance Liste Basel - 2009

In this new commission, David Sherry will walk the
streets of Aberdeen; an inconspicuous delivery
man, hauling a trolley overloaded with boxes; part
of the day-to-day toil that is the backdrop to every
city. This performance looks to celebrate the failure
of the task, bringing to mind the precarity of those
engaged in similar roles of endless labour, their
valiant endeavour hidden among us. Will you stop
and help him? Has he taken on too much? or is he
just struggling to get on with his job?
David Sherry’s work includes performance,
drawing, painting, video, sculpture and sound. He is
interested in performative ideas relating to everyday
life, many of which uncover thoughts and opinions
that undermine the public face of etiquette or small
talk. Sherry often reflects on cultural codes, asking
questions of basic learned behaviours. What is
work? What is success? What is respect? What is
living? What is happiness?
Central to Sherry’s approach is a playfulness
he employs to ask questions, using his practice
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to understand what influences behaviours and
opinion. Many of his works aim to find a space where
artworks can process ordinariness into a source
which is both meaningful and creative.
www.dave-sherry.com
Supported by Creative Scotland and
Aberdeen City Council

14 - 17 June
between:
10.00 – 12.00 + 14.00 - 16.00
Performance starts at
Castlegate - travelling through
Broad Street and Marischal
Square - ending back at
Castlegate

Total Crap Belfast Catalyst Arts for FIX - 2015
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Tendency Towards Presents:
Christopher MacInnes, Sticky Vectors

Positive Geographies
Contemporary Art from Aberdeen

Positive Geographies, curated by Jon Blackwood,
features the work of six emerging contemporary
artists based in Aberdeen, all recent graduates from
Gray’s School of Art. Quite deliberately the show
is not about Aberdeen, but discusses issues that
resonate far beyond the boundaries of the city.

illustrated catalogue featuring essays from Jon
Blackwood, curator, and Sean Elder Wilson, a
recent graduate of Gray’s and now associate
curator at Grand Union, Birmingham, as well
as short introductory texts by each of the
participating artists.

With work in video, installation and performance,
Positive Geographies addresses a wide spectrum of
contemporary issues; of loneliness in an age never
more connected; of the permanence of economic
and social instability; of diaspora, belonging, and the
“right to speak”.

Artists:
Donald Butler, Paula Buskevica, Jessica Barrie,
Mary Gordon, Alexandra Macgregor, Svetlana
Panova

Demanding, playful and provocative, Positive
Geographies is a multi-authored project focusing
on how these differing emphases and themes
are contributing to the slow emergence of a new
and critically focused contemporary art in our city.
The show also questions the visibility and value of
contemporary art to Aberdeen and the potential that
it offers in developing and growing an international
audience and network for art made in this city.
Positive Geographies is accompanied with a fully
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Supported by Creative Scotland and RGU Art &
Heritage Collections. With thanks to Bon Accord.
14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00

14 June
13.00

Look Again
Temporary
32 St Andrew
Street AB25 1JA

Curators Talk Jon Blackwood
32 St Andrew
Street AB25 1JA

Sticky Vectors by Christopher MacInnes creates
a garden of contamination that draws on both the
languages of networked technologies and microorganic life to envision a possible post-human
future state of existence that expands upon the
bodily context of the historic Dissection Room.
The installation comprises a micro-ecosystem
of screens, computer cases, organic and plastic
matter spread across the floor, clinging to
the fixings of the space. Continually feeding
on deep-neural nets that skim streams of
information to independently produce strange,
collapsed and ever evolving imagery. The garden
visualises not only its own state of existence,
but sets out to produce a loose narrative on its
evolution and history.
Sticky Vectors attempts to refigure the notion of
contamination as an ecstatic becoming, growing
forth from our composted carcasses to create
something new and in doing so proposes that
progress might not include us.
Christopher MacInnes’s practice continually looks
to deconstruct video and image media, and the
infrastructures and processes that support it. His

works push through the non-time of algorithms,
and draw connections between networked
technologies and the human/organic structures
from which they both grow and influence in
late-capitalism.
Tendency Towards is an Aberdeen-based
artist-run initiative operating a programme
of exhibitions, workshops, discussions and
engagement events nomadically across the city,
bringing new and exciting contemporary art to
the Aberdeen.
www.christophermacinnes.com
www.tendencytowards.com
Supported by Creative Scotland, Aberdeen City
Council and RGU Art & Heritage Collections. With
thanks to Citymoves.
14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
Dissection Room
The Anatomy Rooms
Queen Street AB10 1AP
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Seed Fund
Look Again’s Seed Fund has supported new commissions by artists Amy Gear, Ellie Turner, Rumpus Room
working with the Imagineers and Oor Monsters, all creative practitioners with strong links to the North East.
Using the theme of ‘Serious Play’ as a starting point, each creative practice has developed a project that
carefully considers public engagement, with outputs that range from performance and sound, to immersive
installation and graphic design.
Supported by Creative Scotland and Aberdeen City Council

Mooth o da Cave
Amy Gear

www.amygear.com

14 - 17 June
10.00 – 17.00
Thu 14: Marischal Square AB10 1FY
Fri 15 : The Green AB11 6PE
Sat 16: Castlegate AB11 5BQ
Sun 17: Outside John Lewis
George St AB25 1BW

With thanks to all at Peacock Visual Arts and Children’s
Parliament.

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
W OR M
11 Castle Street
AB11 5BQ

Oo…..
Rarr…..
Oor News will be bringing real fun fake news
to the streets of Aberdeen. Oor newspaper will
be filled with Oor Aiberdeen Monster stories
from around the city; banter, games, ideas, fun
and imaginings to get people to Look Again at
the city in a new, rich, playful manner, sharing
stories about oor city far and wide.

Ellie Turner’s work looks to highlight the importance
of sensory stimulation, particularly for those with
Autism, through engagement with innovative material
explorations.
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Instagram: @rumpusroom_
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/
imaginingaberdeen

Oor News
Oor Monsters

The Wonder Chamber is an array of material
explorations that celebrate play and stimulation. The
work invites the viewers/participants of the festival to
fully engage with the materials on display and consider
all of their sensory possibilities.

http://cargocollective.com/elliedeborahturner
With thanks to Bon Accord.

For DEEP PLAY, The Imagineers and Rumpus Room will
come together to take over W OR M at Peacock Visual Arts
for a mini-residency that will be informed by the children’s
everyday experiences of play in social and domestic spaces.

Rumpus Room is Catrin Jeans, Nadia Rossi and Rachel
Walker who are artists coming together to explore their
different experiences of participation, engagement and
collaboration within the arts and wider society, focusing on
experiences of children and young people within this context.

Wonder Chamber
Ellie Turner

Ellie Turner is a Scottish artist and designer who
graduated from Gray’s School of Art in 2016. She has
exhibited across Scotland, Manchester and London
and has had work featured in various trend forecasts.

‘Remember we love to play’ say the
Imagineers

The Imagineers are a group of children, who in 2016 took part
in a mural and film project, which captured children’s vision for
a happy, healthy and safe city. Since then the Imagineers have
taken their messages to key decision-makers, informing and
influencing adults across Aberdeen.

Mooth o da Cave is an interactive work in which
members of the pubic and bidden participants are
invited to interact with a painted cave. Imaginative
landscape stories and folklore with a strong
emphasis on the female perspective will be told
through the cave’s mouth by the artist.
Amy Gear’s practice explores possible (and
impossible) inter-relationships between land and
the body, knotting together notions of identity,
language, knowledge and imagination. She works
across a broad range of media, from painting and
printmaking to performance and sight-specific
sculpture.

DEEP PLAY
risk, challenge and adventure
Imagineers & Rumpus Room

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
42 St Andrew Street
AB25 1JA

Oor Monsters is the collaborative work
of Gabrielle Reith and Philip Thompson,
monsterising the everyday and having fun.
No people, personality, building, town,
characteristic, quirk or foible goes un-noticed
when creating oor monstrous world!
www.g-r-a.co.uk

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
Upperkirkgate AB10 1HW +
Outside Marks & Spencer
AB10 1BU
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Pop-Up Playscapes
The City of Play

The City of Play is a unique social enterprise;
a multi-disciplined design practice that helps
communities create inclusive and engaging
‘places of play’ all across Scotland and
beyond.
They bring a playful design ethos to public
art, landscape, architecture, urban design and
planning; delivering successful outcomes
through a participatory process; empowering
communities while fostering a sense of
ownership and duty of care.
www.thecityofplay.co.uk

Pop-Up Playscapes trials play provision in new
contexts; transforming under-utilised spaces to
legitimise and develop a culture of community play;
making such opportunities more accessible and
enjoyable in a bold move away from the model of
isolated, designated playgrounds.
City of Play’s unique ‘Pop-Up’ kit aims to support
the child’s right to play (UNCRC Article 31) and to
participate in matters concerning them (UNCRC
Article 12) in regards to the design of their public
environment.
Pop Up Playscapes can:
•
•
•

•
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Temporarily transform and re-purpose or
re-activate under-utilised, vacant spaces!
Add some excitement and energy to any
community events, street play sessions or
summer programmes!
Promote social equity, active lifestyles and
friendships; raise attainment, boost creativity and
tackle anti-social behaviour in schools and the
wider community!
Implement our traffic management systems and
play equipment and make safe public spaces for
play!

•

Use a temporary installation to test new ideas
and consult the community on child friendly
open space improvements!

More than just an ephemeral experience, ‘Pop-Up
Playscapes’ are a Hub for Community Consultation
allowing children and families to feedback their
ideas on how their public spaces should be
reformed; and a certain level of autonomy in the
shaping and adaptation of these temporary spaces
allows for testing new ideas, prototyping public
spaces for themselves.
Supported by Creative Scotland and
Aberdeen City Council.
14 - 17 June
10.00 – 17.00
Marischal Square - Thu 14
AB10 1FY
The Green - Fri 15
AB11 6PE
Castlegate - Sat 16
AB11 5BQ
Outside John Lewis, George St - Sun 17
AB25 1BW
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Flag Up Aberdeen

Flag Up Aberdeen has been devised by a group of
six design practitioners who have been speaking to
people all across Aberdeen to find out what it means
to live here; what they are proud of and what they
dream of for the city.

has been under the mentorship of Marc Cairns
from Pidgin Perfect - an award winning creative
consultancy working internationally on a wide range
of projects creating connections between people
and place.

The group have gathered these voices and turned
them into a series of flags which are located in the
city centre, encouraging people to pause and reflect
on this ongoing discussion.

So, what do you want to flag up about Aberdeen?

Flag Up Aberdeen hopes to bring about a
connectivity that we feel is lacking in the city. The
flags are our way of elevating the voices of Aberdeen
and proudly displaying them for all to see. These
flags are your voices and we want to fly them
proudly.
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Practitioners:
Steven Affleck // Madeleine Edwards // Isla Goldie
// Shirin Karbor // Ruth Kirby Organ // Becky Orlinski
www.flagupaberdeen.co.uk
Supported by Aberdeen City Council
With thanks to Design and Code, Skene Square School
and Bon Accord.

Flag Up is a group of six practitioners working in
varying creative disciplines who have chosen to
build their careers in Aberdeen, inspired by its great
potential as a creative city.

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00

Look Again Visual Art & Design Festival has brought
the practitioners together through a micro-residency
programme, which over the past few months,

The Roof Garden at
St Nicholas
AB10 1JX
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Playable Pavilions
These playable pavilions are the results of a brief developed by Look Again, asking students of the Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment, RGU to design and build interactive playable
structures. Developed as an elective with lecturer Theo Dounas, the work has had research and development
input at key stages from children from Kaimhill Primary School and Bridge of Don Academy, who advised on
the design process.
Supported by RGU Art & Heritage Collections.

Big Box
Big Box is an interactive pavilion that has been
designed around the idea of ‘Serious Play’. A
series of walls allow the public to manipulate
interactive pieces within the pavilion, creating a
sensory experience of participation through sight
and touch. The walls can be transformed from
both outside and inside the pavilion, allowing for
connection and collaborative play.
Big Box consists of three sections; the sequin
board, the pin board and the impression board.
The sequin board is made up of colourful
hexagons that can be flipped independently of
other hexagons allowing the creation of different
images in the wall. The pin board is a series of
holes that can be plugged with corks to generate
different patterns or even play games with other
people. The impression board is a series of tubes
that can move within the wall to produce shapes,

Wee Rig
Wee Rig is a multi-sensory interactive
installation, designed to the theme of ‘Serious
Play’. Wee Rig has been designed with children
and families in mind and consists of a series
of bright and colourful interwoven telephones
and periscopes that encourage collaborative
teamwork and communication.
Loosely resembling an oil rig, with its soaring
tower, winding pipes and explosion of colour,
Wee Rig creates a new landmark within the city
which passers-by can play with through sight,
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created by people using different parts of
their bodies or other objects. Through physical
interaction, adaptable shared space is created
around the pavilion.
Big Box has been designed and built by Mariem
Ahmed, Charlie Follet, Rikki Geddes, Eddie
Hughes, Joe Leask and Nathan Noble, final
year Master of Architecture students from the
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and
Built Environment at Robert Gordon University.
The design is based on original concepts by
Rikki Geddes and Eddie Hughes which have
been brought together to create the finished
structure.

sound and touch, creating a highly engaging, fun
and creative experience for all ages.
The installation has been designed by final year
Master of Architecture students at the Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture and the Built
Environment, Robert Gordon University, and is
based on an original concept by Darragh Martin.
The Wee Rig team includes students Thomas
Perritt, Yevgen Gozhenko, Connor Inglis and
Roque Such.

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
Broad Street
AB10 1LP
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Dial A for Whispers Talk is Cheap

Etsy Aberdeen Summer Showcase

Dial A for Whispers - Talk is Cheap is an interactive
performance that revolves around the concept of sequential
interpretation, based on ‘Chinese Whispers’.

The ever-popular Aberdeen Etsy Market is returning for
a special summer showcase as part of Look Again. The
curated design fair will showcase the best of Aberdeen City
and Shire talent, celebrating top quality makers, collectors
and artisans from the region. It will also house an installation
communally created by the Aberdeen Etsy Team.

The performance is a language-based approach to
examining the production, value and worth of art-objects
on the edge of a potential post-work world: a future where
humanistic skills are no longer unique to us and creative
traits may no longer hold value.

14 + 16 + 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
42 St Andrew Street
AB25 1JA
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Using Gray’s School of Art as a platform for exchange
of ideas, the performance was initially developed by
Painting students Daria Abdirova, Leila Kleineidam and
Contemporary Art Practice student Abigail Beeley. They
quickly formed a performance team with their talented
studio mates Naomi Simms, Indie McCue, Claire Kidd and
Nefeli Chrysanthou. Together these emerging artists are
eager to share their ideas with Aberdeen’s public by means
of their interactive performance.
Like the Dial A for Whispers - Talk is Cheap Facebook page
to follow the project
Supported by Creative Scotland, Aberdeen City Council and
RGU Art & Heritage Collections. With thanks to Bon Accord.

This is a great opportunity to meet the makers, support
local creatives and buy quality products ranging from
illustration, art, ceramics, jewellery, textiles and cosmetics
to homewares.

14 - 17 June
10.00 - 17.00
St. Nicholas Centre
(old H&M unit)
AB10 1HW

Aberdeen Etsy Team are a not-for-profit creative
community that supports Etsy sellers at any age and stage
of their careers - from business start-up to long-term
shop owners. The aim of the group is to bring the creative
community in Aberdeen together, facilitating a platform for
networking and making new friends, while encouraging
connections and collaborative work. They run workshops,
talks, pop-ups, & casual meet-ups, as well as the hugely
successful UK-wide Etsy Made Local market.
Supported by Creative Scotland, Aberdeen City Council and
RGU Art & Heritage Collections. With thanks to Bon Accord.
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Supported by Creative Scotland and Aberdeen City Council. With thanks to Belmont Filmhouse.

Talks Programme

Lunch Discussions

Talks

A table for 10 is booked at Cafe 52, The
Green, on Saturday and Sunday during
the festival, with your hosts being artists.

Belmont Filmhouse, Kino Bar
Booking required via Eventbrite

Book your place and join an artist-led
conversation over lunch!
£10.00 per person
Booking required via Eventbrite
Sat 16th 12.00 - 14.00
Artist Lunch Discussion with
Julie-Ann Simpson and Amy Gear
Sun 17th 12.00 - 14.00
Artist Lunch Discussion with
Bryan and Carla Angus

Sat 16th
16.30
LOL: Art and Playfulness
David Sherry, James Rigler, Gabi Reith and Phil
Thompson
Sun 17th
14.30
Limited Solutions
Artist talk delivered by Glasgow-based collective
Jarsdell Solutions Ltd.
16.30
Accessibility of Play
A group discussion focusing on the accessibility of
play. Hosted by a panel of invited artists, taking place
within a cosy den!

Film Programme
A programme of talks and lunch
discussions delivered by Visual Artist Unit
commissioned for this year’s Look Again Art
Weekender.

LUNCH DISCUSSIONS:
Cafe 52, The Green, AB10 7QD
TALKS:
Belmont Filmhouse, Kino Bar
AB10 1JS
(see next page for info + timings)
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Friday 15 June		
19.30

Saturday 16 June
13.00

Badlands:
Terence Malik
USA 1973
1h45m - 15

One of Our Dinosaurs
is Missing:
Robert Stevenson
UK/USA 1975
1h45m - U

Visual Artist Unit is a voluntary run, artist-led
art collective. Set up in 2014 by 8 graduates
from Gray’s School of Art (Aberdeen)
and Duncan of Jordanstone (Dundee),
VAU commits itself to the dual aims of
supporting early-career artists based in
Scotland and improving public engagement
and access to contemporary art to wider
public audiences.

The Belmont Filmhouse take their
play very seriously and nowhere
more so than in their recently
opened Kino Bar located in the
lower level bar area, a space where
you can enjoy hand-picked films
from the comfort of an armchair
with bar service throughout. The
Kino Bar has become a playground
of sci-fi, comedy, action and
horror genre classics. Whether it
is forgotten masterpieces or firm
favourites which deserve a ‘Look
Again’, come join us and celebrate a
fantastic selection of films curated
by the Look Again team and 2018
artists and have some seriously
good fun.

www.vau.org.uk
@VAUnit

Tickets available from Belmont Filmhouse // www.belmontfilmhouse.com // 01224 343500

A seriously playful programme exploring
the themes of the festival, this is an
opportunity to meet the artists and take
part in the discussion. The programme
includes artist-led discussions over lunch,
experimental artist talks and panel-led
group conversations in cosy dens.

16 - 17 June

Kino Bar Takeover

Saturday 16 June
19.00

Sunday 17 June		
19.30

Eglantine:
Margaret Salmon
UK 2016
1h11m - 12A

Belville Rendezvous:
Sylvain Chomet
France/Belgium/Canada
2003
1h21m - 12A
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Look Inside
Look Inside is a collective of 4
designers living and working in
Aberdeen, who come together to
combine their disciplines; ceramics,
illustration and jewellery, to create a
collection of contemporary souvenirs
inspired by Aberdeen and celebrating
place names, iconic buildings
and landmarks that are special to
Aberdonians at home and abroad.

14 - 16 June
10.00 -17:00
17 June
12.00 - 15.00
Aberdeen Maritime
Museum
Shiprow AB11 5BY

During Look Again, Look Inside will
have a range of items for sale from
their Aberdeen Collection. Including
jewellery, ceramics, textiles, cards and
much more!
Look Inside Collective:
Gabrielle Reith
Mags Gray
Aubin Stewart
Anne Marquiss

Granite Guardian Gals
Look Again is delighted to be one of 100
arts organisations selected to take part in
PROCESSIONS; a UK-wide event to mark
100 years of votes for women, providing an
unprecedented opportunity to participate in a
celebratory mass artwork.

The project has been inspired by a wonderful letter
from the collections of Aberdeen Art Gallery and
Museums. Addressed to pioneering journalist and
Aberdeen Suffragette Caroline Phillips, it details
arrangements for a similar procession in 1907,
bringing women together from across Scotland to
demonstrate for the vote.

Work from the Look Again project will be on display
On Sunday 10th June women and girls in
at Aberdeen Maritime Museum from Tuesday 12th
Belfast, Cardiff, Edinburgh and London will walk June, alongside a small display of Suffragette
together, flying banners and wearing green,
correspondence.
white and violet – the colours of the Suffragette *those who identify as women or non-binary
movement.

9 to 5); Andy Kennedy: Chris McGeachie; Jon
Reid; Kirsty Russell; Katie Shannon and Alan
Watson.

Want to discover how to use coding to build in
MineCraft? With Digital Maker CIC, you will experience
programming in Python 3 to control MineCraft with
exciting & creative results! Digital Maker CIC will be
running workshops for up to 24 participants aged 10+,
working in pairs on Raspberry Pi computers. Using the
programming language, Python, participants will run
through easy-to-follow worksheets gaining experience,
knowledge & confidence in programming.

15 - 17 June
10.00 - 15:30
Drop in sessions
Marischal Square
Broad Street
AB10 1FY
Supported by Creative Scotland and Aberdeen
City Council. With thanks to Marischal Square
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Digital Maker CIC was set up in early 2017 by Martin
Evans & Philip Thompson, both with programming &
tech backgrounds, Martin (Engineer) and Philip (Design)
wanted to help children have access to high quality
STEM education. Digital Maker CIC have worked for the
Edinburgh Science Festival, Abu Dhabi Science Festival,
The Prince’s Trust, Aberdeen City & Aberdeenshire
Council and The Look Again Festival, providing a wide
range of exciting workshops for children from the age of
8+ up to adults.

Aberdeen Maritime
Museum
Shiprow AB11 5BY

Record Store Fanzine Launch

Creative Coding
with Python 3

We use python to modify Minecraft and produce
instant and totally awesome results, teaching you how
to customise and make mini-games, duplicate entire
buildings, teleport and create exciting structures with
a wide range of blocks. Also try your hand at robotics
playing with sensors and electronics.

12 - 16 June
10.00 -17:00
17 June
12.00 - 15.00

Artist Natalie Kerr has been working with
a group of young women* from Aberdeen
to design and produce a series of flags and
banners for the procession. They will be
displayed to the public for the duration of
Look Again on their return to Aberdeen, at the
Maritime Museum.

This event revisits the Record Store project from
Look Again 2017, with the launch of a Record
Store Fanzine Aberdeen Edition, one year on.
The Fanzine celebrates the Record Store project
in its various earlier manifestations, from the
extremely popular exhibition at Seventeen
in Aberdeen, the previous home of One Up
Records; at Monorail, Glasgow; and also
Avalanche Records, Edinburgh.
This Fanzine will specially feature the Aberdeen
contingent of last year’s Record Store exhibition,
with 12 artists with strong Aberdeen connections:
Ziggy Campbell; Roos Dijkhuizen; Jim Ewan;
Katie Guthrie; Lois Green; Catrin Jeans (Working

More Info:
Record Store is a collaborative project initiated
by visual artists Chris Biddlecombe and Janie
Nicoll, aka Obstacle Soup, in collaboration with
35 other artists, for whom being in bands, DJ-ing
and collecting music has been pivotal to their
artistic practice. The project, part exhibition, part
fantasy record shop, explores and celebrates the
fertile cross-pollination between visual arts and
music that has so influenced Scotland’s cultural
scene, and in which independent record stores
have played such an important historical role.
Record Store has taken the form of exhibitions/
interventions in record shops and also sound
works on Radiophrenia Art Radio Station, at CCA,
Glasgow.
Supported by Aberdeen City Council.

17 June
12.30 - 13.30
Belmont Filmhouse - Kino Bar
AB10 1JS
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Gray’s School of Art
Degree Show 2018

Gray’s School of Art Degree Show is a time of
celebration for us all in recognising the huge
journey that our graduates have undertaken to
become the emerging talent of 2018. And this
year we are delighted to be celebrating the Year
of Young People by joining forces with Look
Again Festival, reflecting their theme of Serious
Play to spotlight great visual art and design
across the city.
Right now in Aberdeen we are also reflecting
on the significant value and importance of
our creative energies. As a city of culture and
invention, a city with a unique and distinctive
identity, we are growing again through a renewed
sense of purpose backed by the new Cultural
Aberdeen strategy for the City, which both Gray’s
and Look Again have played a pivotal part in
forming.

out a plan to achieve our cultural goals with
partners across the city.
Retaining and attracting talent in and to the City
is critical to delivering our ambitions within our
new Cultural Strategy in becoming Scotland’s
Creative Lab, and Look Again is pioneering
some important work in this area, mentoring,
commissioning, supporting and challenging
creatives to stay and work in the north east, as
well as building our connectivity beyond the
region.
Come and see the city through fresh eyes. We
look forward to welcoming you to the Grays
degree show 2018 as part of your visit to Look
Again.
Libby Curtis
Head of Gray’s School of Art.

This gives voice to the ambitious creative vision
and collaborative spirit that we share, and maps

16 - 24 June
// Free //
Open to Public:
Weekdays 10.00 - 20.00
Weekends 10.00 - 17.00
Private View:
Friday 15 June 19.00 - 22.00
Gray’s School of Art
Garthdee Road AB10 7QD
Supported by BP
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